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“Allah does not burden a soul beyond that it can bear…”
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Mrs. Massara Shah- Founder and
Managing Director G D Goenka Public
School, Srinagar When you have a strong
desire to achieve your goals, challenges
and difficulties become your sources of
motivation. This is especially true for
Madam Massara Shah, the founder and
managing director of GD Goenka Public
School in Srinagar. Her desire to serve
her homeland never left her thoughts,
despite the fact that she was raised in the
United Kingdom and exclusively pursued
her education there. Considering
education as the most powerful tool for
change and progression, madam has
always envisioned herself contributing to
the education system in her homeland
and introducing new methodologies, ideas
and technology to ensure that children in
this region of the world are on par with
those in any other developed nation. But
there was never any ease to this journey.
Whether grouped in geographical
limitations or in sociopolitical realm, there
were numerous obstacles in the
achievement of this goal. In a conflict-
ridden area like J&K, Madam Massara
Shah and her spouse raised a cutting-
edge institution while enduring the worst
of times. Her commitment, foresight,
diligence, and unwavering commitment to
quality have made GD Goenka, Srinagar a
success. The journey of this institution
was through the toughest of times with
no comparison to any other institutions.
In Kashmmir, GD Goenka public school,
Srinagar was inaugurated right after the
2014 floods, which had created a huge
devastation.
Following the events, the very next year
after its founding, the valley was forced
to close for the whole academic year due
to a political reason.
 However, the hardships did not end here
as in August 2019 onwards the entire
Kashmir valley witnessed another total
shut down due to the abrogation of
Article 370,As said, “ when there is a will,
there is a way.” When the valley was 

facing a total standstill and shut down Mrs. Massarat
Shah gathered her strength and opened her
residence in the ensuing winter month of October
onwards at the famous Nishat for conducting classes
from early morning 06 am to 10 am for the effective
preparation of her first batch of board exam grades .
thus closing the doors of education sector once
again. This was followed by the Global Pandemic.
Despite everything, the unwavering commitment of
this courageous lady kept her from giving into the
trails one after another During political unrest of
2016 and 19 when even the internet was snapped,
students were provided guidance through   

worksheets and study material from the
school and during pandemic through
online classes she kept the candle of
knowledge lit in every child’s home. Such
is the story of a new institution that had to
be led by the un challengeable commitment
of a strong women – Mrs. Massara Shah
Today her institution gives direct and
indirect employment to nearly four
hundred and fifty employees and provides
the best of the facilities and quality
education to more than two thousand two
Hundred students.

Mr Imtiyaz Kawoosa 
Vice Chairman, 

 GDGPS

Mr Johnson P J 
      Principal
        GDGPS
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Hanan Sofi, a talented sixth-
grader from Pansy at GD Goenka
Srinagar, has made his mark on
the national stage by securing the
third position in the 2nd All India
Art Competition 2023. Organized
by the UA Institute of Art and
Design, this prestigious
competition attracted entries
from young artists across the
country. 

Hanan Sofi's achievement in the 2nd All
India Art Competition 2023 is a source of
inspiration for his peers and a reflection
of the school's commitment to fostering
creativity and artistic expression among
its students. As Hanan continues to hone
his skills, his success serves as a
reminder that age is no barrier to
making a significant impact in the world
of art.

Proud Moment for GD Goenka Srinagar: Hanan Sofi,
Grade 6 Pansy, Secures 3rd Position in All India Art
Competition 2023

Hanan Sofi's exceptional talent
and dedication to the arts have
been recognized on a national
level, bringing honor and
recognition to the school.
On behalf of the entire GD
Goenka community, we extend
our heartfelt congratulations to
Hanan Sofi for this remarkable
feat. Her achievement reflects
the school's ethos of
encouraging students to excel
in all fields of endeavor. We are
immensely proud of Hanan
Sophie's accomplishment and
wish her continued success in
her artistic endeavors

His remarkable achievement
in the highly competitive
arena of art underscores the
commitment of GD Goenka
Srinagar to nurturing
creativity and excellence
among its students. Hanan
Sofi's success serves as an
inspiration to his peers and a
testament to the quality of
education provided by GD
Goenka Srinagar.

Editor Ms. Shazia Mir, Ms. Samrah Akram
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GD Goenka Empowers Learning: Winter Break Sees
Comprehensive Online Classes Led by Dedicated
Faculty

GD Goenka Srinagar's initiative to
conduct online classes during winter
vacations reflects a commitment to
academic excellence and a
willingness to embrace innovative
solutions to overcome challenges. As
the winter break progresses, students
at GD Goenka Srinagar are not just
building snowmen but also building a
strong foundation for their future
through these virtual classrooms.
The initiative aims to keep the
academic momentum alive and bridge
the gap created by the extended
winter break. While the winter
vacations are traditionally a time for
students to unwind and enjoy the
festivities, GD Goenka Srinagar
believes that learning should not take
a backseat. The Zoom online classes
during winter vacations ensure that
students can stay connected with
their studies, even in the comfort of
their homes.
The online classes cover a variety of
subjects and are tailored to suit the
specific needs of each grade.
Teachers are employing interactive
teaching methods, engaging 

students in discussions, and
incorporating multimedia elements
to make the virtual classes as
effective and engaging as possible.
Despite the challenges posed by the
winter weather, the Zoom online
classes have been conducted
smoothly, with both teachers and
students adapting to the virtual
learning environment. The school
administration has also ensured
that necessary support and
resources are provided to make the
online classes accessible to all
students.

Editor Ms. Shazia Mir, Ms. Samrah Akram
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Kashmiri Youth Exchange Programme Highlights
Future Prospects for Kashmiri Youths

Date: 30 December 2023 
Location: Coorg Public School and
PU College, Gonikoppal 
The National UN Volunteers-India,
in collaboration with the
Government of India, organized the
Kashmiri Youth Exchange
Programme at the Coorg Public
School and PU College in
Gonikoppal. The event was held in
association with Nehru Yuva
Kendra, Kodagu Youth Federation,
and Coorg Public School, which has
been designated as a UN school in
India. 
On the fifth day of the programme,
a presentation on the future of
Kashmiri youths was delivered by
Mr. Johnson, Principal of G D
Goenka Public School in Jammu and
Kashmir. The presentation
highlighted the opportunities and
challenges faced by Kashmiri 

youths and proposed strategies to
empower them for a better future.

Dr. M Ramachandran, Secretary General
of the National UN Volunteers-India team
and Principal of the school, appreciated
Mr. Johnson's insightful presentation,
acknowledging its relevance and
importance in addressing the needs of
Kashmiri youths. 
The coordination of the event was
overseen by Mrs. Teena Machaiah,
Coordinator of the students' UN
Volunteers-India team, ensuring 

smooth execution and active
participation of the attendees. The
event served as a platform for
meaningful discussions and
insights into the future prospects
of Kashmiri youths, emphasizing
the importance of empowerment
and support for their holistic
development.

Editor Ms. Shazia Mir, Ms. Samrah Akram
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Young Badminton Prodigy Areeba Masoodi
Dominates the Court: Secures Top Spot in 32nd Open
Kashmir Badminton Championship U/11 Girls Singles

In a remarkable feat of skill and
determination, Areeba Masoodi, a
seventh-grader at GD Goenka, has
emerged victorious by claiming the top
spot in the 32nd Open Kashmir
Badminton Championship -2023-U/11
Girls Singles category. The entire GD
Goenka family extends hearty
congratulations to Areeba on this
outstanding achievement.GD Goenka,
Srinagar celebrates her excellence.
Let's cheer for our champion and look
forward to more victories in her name!
Areeba Masoodi showcased
exceptional prowess on the badminton
court, navigating through intense
competition to secure her well-
deserved first position. Her dedication
to the sport, combined with her talent,
has not only brought glory to her
school but has also made her a source
of pride for the entire community.

The 32nd Open Kashmir Badminton
Championship, a prestigious event in
the region, witnessed fierce battles
among young badminton enthusiasts.
Areeba's remarkable performance and
strategic gameplay set her apart,
earning her the title in the Girls Singles
category for the under-11 age group.

Areeba Masoodi's triumph in the 32nd
Open Kashmir Badminton
Championship serves as an inspiration
to all young athletes, encouraging
them to pursue their passion with
determination and commitment. GD
Goenka takes pride in fostering an
environment that nurtures talent and 

encourages students to excel not
only academically but also in
extracurricular activities.
We at GD Goenka, express immense
pride in her achievement,
highlighting her hard work,
discipline, and passion for the sport.
We appreciate Areeba's dedication
to honing her skills and her ability to
stay focused during crucial matches.
Areeba's dedication, perseverance,
and exceptional talent have not only
brought honor to herself but have
also illuminated the school's
commitment to nurturing and
promoting excellence in sports. Her
remarkable accomplishment serves
as an inspiration to the entire school
community, encouraging a spirit of
determination and sportsmanship.
We extend our heartfelt
congratulations to Areeba and look
forward to witnessing her continued
success in the world of badminton.
Once again, congratulations to
Areeba Masoodi for her stellar
performance, and may her success
serve as a beacon for aspiring
athletes in the region.

Editor Ms. Shazia Mir, Ms. Samrah Akram
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Goenkans Illuminate the Literary World: Students of
GD Goenka Publish Impressive Array of Books

In a remarkable display of literary talent,
students from various grades at GD
Goenka have left an indelible mark in the
prestigious Competition held by Bri books.
Out of the plethora of submissions,11
outstanding works authored by GD Goenka
students have been selected for
publication, showcasing their creativity
and literary prowess.The competition,
known for its rigorous selection process,
saw GD Goenka students not only securing
places as winners and runners-up but also
dominating the publishing landscape with
their captivating narratives.
Among the stellar achievers are
- The Treasure Hunter by
Mischelle Shah
- The Three Brother Chicks by
Mehermah
- The School Secret by 
Sheikh Taha Mayeen
- The Magical Flower by
Mehermah
- The Future by 
Mohammad Hisham
- The Adventures of Agent Ali by
Kabeer Qadri
- 10 Years in KSA by Muheeb
Mahmood Makhdoomi
- Suspense by Azkia Aadil
- Short Stories by Syed Hibba
Qadri

- Salvage Bonds by Aisha Khalid
- My Sweet Imagination by Syeda
Anaum
- Melisa's World by Inabat Khan
- Love of Grandparents by Sayed
Adheem Khadri
- Kids Moral Stories by Arsheen
Aadil
- It's All Just a Bad Dream by
Mehermah
- Imagination by Dhaina Qadri
- Fascinating Stories by Inabat
Khan
- Ameel and the Little Pebbles by
Simra Mir
- Aly and the Magical Portal by
Fatimah Hakak

 
 

- Ali's Treasure by
Mohammad Assad
Alam
- Ajuja-the Brave
Bunny by Aaminah
Mudasir Hakak
- A Time Trip to Bring
Peace by Izna Raziya
- Secret Dimension by
Mehermah

Editor Ms. Shazia Mir, Ms. Samrah Akram
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Sheikh Taaha Mayeen
Sheikh Taaha Mayeen is a
First Grade Student from
G.D.Goenka Srinagar. He
loves writing, Art and
sports. He wants to Excel in
all, that is a reason he is
Participating in every
Competition. He is a
Hardworking Student and a
fluent Speaker.

Inabat khan
Hi! It's me Inabat khan. This is
my second book named
"Melisa's World." I personally
love reading and writing
because it enchances your
vocabulary and it will help you
in your future also. Have the
spirit in yourself and you can
do anything!

Aisha Khalid
Aisha is a 12 year old
Kashmiri girl. She is a
student of GD Goenka. She
has always been an avid
reader, however this is her
first attempt at writing a
complete book.

Azkia Aadil
Hi Everyone! My name is
Azkia Aadil. I am a 12-year-
old, and I study at G.D.
Goenka Public School
Srinagar. I like to write
prose. This is my first
published book, and I am so
excited for you all to read
my book. I hope you all will
like my book.

Aamina Mudasir Hakak
Aamina Mudasir Hakak, is a
budding writer and is very
fond of writing funny
stories.

Arsheen Aadil
Hi Everyone! I am Arsheen
Aadil, I am 7 years old and I
study at G.D. Goenka Public
School Srinagar. I have
written my first book about
moral stories in which you will
learn how to be generous and
wise.

Kabeer Qadri
I am a ten-year-old boy
studying at G.D. Goenka
Srinagar, and I love reading
books.

Izna Raziya
Izna was born on December
10, 2012. She aims to bring
peace to the world by
inspiring people through
her books. She also writes
mysterious books. She
wants to make reading fun
for every age. I hope you
like this book.

Editor Ms. Shazia Mir, Ms. Samrah Akram
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Hello, I am Simra Mir, a 13-
year-old girl from G.D.
Goenka Public School,
Srinagar and the author of
this book. This is my first
time publishing my work,
and I am excited for you to
read it! The book has two
stories for you to enjoy!
Thank you!

Syeda AnaumI am 5th grade
student. I am from lovely and
beautiful place on Earth! I love
to read and write those stories
which are full of imagination.
My favorite book is Harry
Potter!

Mehrmah
Hi! i wanted to  
demonstrates my talent
and passion for
storytelling.

Syed Hibba Qadri (18 May
2013) Kashmir IndiaGrade
5th DaffodilG D Goenka
Public School

I am Inabat Khan and I am
an 11 year old girl. I love to
write and read! And that's
the spirit you should have
too!

Arsheen Aadil
Hi Everyone! I am Arsheen
Aadil, I am 7 years old and I
study at G.D. Goenka Public
School Srinagar. I have
written my first book about
moral stories in which you will
learn how to be generous and
wise.

Hi Everyone! I am Arsheen
Aadil, I am 7 years old and
I study at G.D. Goenka
Public School Srinagar. I
have written my first book
about moral stories in
which you will learn how
to be generous and wise.

Editor Ms. Shazia Mir, Ms. Samrah Akram

I am  Meharmah. I love
to write and read! 
And that's the spirit
you should have too!
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I am Muheeb Mahmood
Makhdoomi, a Kashmiri. As
a first-time writer, I'm
starting my book with a
short autobiography. I'm a
11-year-old student in
Grade 5 at GD Goenka
Srinagar.

Mohammad Assad, a young
passionate reader and a car
enthusiast like his dad, writes
realistic fiction. He is
encouraged by his mom an
educator, to write stories that
are relatable for his age group
and easy to comprehend.

Hi Friends
Let me introduce myself. My
name is Sayed Adheem
Khadri, a student in Grade 6
at G.D. GOENKA PUBLIC
SCHOOL Srinagar, Kashmir.
I am writing this book in
memory of my grandmother

Fatimah Hakak
Fatimah is artistic by
nature, she has good
interest in reading and
writing stories.

Editor Ms. Shazia Mir, Ms. Samrah Akram
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JK Soft Tennis Championship Concludes with Success
in Srinagar

Areeba Masoodi and Zaem Masoodi  representing GD
Goenka School, has clinched the gold medal in the 7th
and 9th J&K UT Soft Tennis Championship. Held at Amar
Singh College, this prestigious event showcased their  
exceptional talent, determination, and sportsmanship.

Their  victory is a testament to his hard work,
dedication, and perseverance. His outstanding
performance has brought immense pride to our school
and community.

The concluded function of 7th J&K UT Soft Tennis
Championship organized by J&K Amateur Soft Tennis
Association under the banner of Amateur Soft Tennis
Federation of India in collaboration with J&K Sports Council
for all age categories in Sub-Junior (Boys & Girls), Junior
(Boys & Girls), Senior (Men & Women) was conducted at
Amar Singh Club Sonwar Srinagar w.e.f. 09-03-2024 to
10-03-2024. Mr.  Firdous Baba, Patron, J&K Amateur Soft
Tennis Association was the chief guest on the concluded
function who welcomed all the participants who come from
every corner of J&K  for participation in the 7th J&K UT
Soft Tennis Championship he said that sports  will keep fit
and healthy to the players who are interesting towards
sports. Mr Sheikh M Shafi, President District Ganderbal
Soft Tennis Association, Mr. Gulzar Ahmad, Vice President,
District Srinagar Soft Tennis  Association are Guest of
Honours. Mr. Firdous Ahmad, District Secretary, District
Srinagar Soft Tennis Association was also present on the
concluded function. Mr. Mohammad Shafi Bhat, President  
J&K Amateur Soft Tennis Association thanked all the
officials/guests who spare there precious time during the
conduct of concluded function of 7th J&K UT Soft Tennis
Championship with the hard work of President  J&K
Amateur Soft Tennis Association and limited time period,
the players of different corners of J&K have shown their
interest towards the game of Soft Tennis for which they
were facilitated with the sports equipment provided to them
from time to time by the Association  

Editor Ms. Shazia Mir, Ms. Samrah Akram
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A spectacular crescendo marked the
grand finale of GD Goenka Confluence
2023!The GD Goenka Confluence 2023,
being held from 27-29 December, 2023,
emerged as a transformative experience
focused on empowering leaders within
the GD Goenka school community.

 Hosted against the picturesque backdrop
of GD Goenka Education City in
Gurugram, this annual conclave serves
as a dynamic platform for over 300 GD
Goenka School Owners, Directors,
Principals, and Management to gain
insights, share best practices, and
strengthen the collective spirit of the
‘Goenkan’ educational fraternity.A
highlight of the conclave was the
presence of Mr. Amitabh Kant, Sherpa
G20, Govt. of India, who delivered a
thought-provoking keynote address. His
insights set the stage for an intellectually
stimulating experience, emphasising the
pivotal role school leaders play in
shaping the future of education.

The conclave also featured esteemed
personalities, including Mr. Himanshu Gupta,
Secretary CBSE (Former Director of
Education, NCT of Delhi), actor Anupam
Kher, renowned Indian Cricketer Mr. Kapil
Dev, award-winning author Mr. Chetan
Bhagat, Co-founder of CashkaroMs. Swati
Bhargava, actor-comedian Mr. Sunil Grover
and Buddhist Guru Palga Rinpoche Their
presence added valuable perspectives to the
discussions, underscoring the importance of
collaborative leadership in the educational
landscape.

Nipun Goenka, Managing Director of GD
Goenka Group, congratulated the
participants of Confluence 2023,
emphasising the pivotal role of academic
leaders in integrating NEP 2020, fostering
innovation, and steering India’s educational
landscape towards excellence.

 The event reinforced GD Goenka’s
commitment to providing a
collaborative platform for
educational leaders, enabling them
to shape the future of education.

The 3-day extravaganza
concluded with an award
ceremony honouring the
contribution of Schools and faculty
members in continuing the legacy
and stride of the GD Goenka Group
and harnessing the true meaning
of holistic education in their
respective institutions.

GD Goenka's CONFLUENCE 2023: A Spectacular
Showcase of Talent and Innovation!

Editor Ms. Shazia Mir, Ms. Samrah Akram

Beyond the star-studded
appearances, the GD Goenka
Confluence 2023 facilitated
meaningful interactions, fostering
networking opportunities and
exploration of new avenues for
academic excellence.
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National Science Day Celebration at Kashmir University:
Igniting Curiosity and Innovation in the Valley!

ELocation: Kashmir University,
Department of Bioresources
The Department of Bioresources at
Kashmir University organized a grand
event to commemorate National Science
Day, with the aim of foster”ng scientific
spirit and innovation among students.
The event witness”d enthusiastic
participation from various schools,
including four students from G D
Goenka Public School, Srinagar, namely
Ibra Waseem, Leila, Hibron, and Dawar,
all from grade 9th, accompanied by
their teachers.

The program commenced with an
inaugural speech and welcome address
by Dr. Manzoor Ahmad Mir, the Head of
Department of Bioresources, setting the
tone for the day’s proceedings. A
screening of a docume”tary on climate
change further heightened awareness
about the pressing environmental issues
facing the world today.

Distinguished guests graced the occasion
with their presence, including Professor
Mohd. Sultan Bhat, the Dean of Research
at Kashmir University, who shared
special remarks emphasizing the
significance of scientific research and
innovation. Dr. Prof. Mushtaq Ahmad
Siddiqui, the Former Vice Chancellor of
IUST, delivered a keynote address,
inspiring the audience with insights into
the importance of scientific
advancements in addressing societal
challenges.
Hilal Khaliq Bhat, Superintendent of
Police (SP) Hazratbal, Srinagar,
highlighted the importance of
popularizing science among young minds,
emphasizing the role of education in
nurturing future scientific leaders. Dr.
Altaf Ahmad Bhat, the Head of the Center
for Interdisciplinary Research and
Innovation (CIRI), emphasized the crucial
role of science in driving progress and
development.
Dr. Zahoor Ahmad Parray, Principal
Scientist at IIIMR CSIR, shared his
expertise and insights, encouraging
students to explore the vast realms of
scientific inquiry. The event also featured
the evaluation of projects and
presentations, where Leila and Ibra
showcased their project on smoke
detectors, while Hibron presented on LPG
leakage detectors. Dawar also impressed
the audience with his presentation on
agricultural innovations.

The event served as a platform
for young minds to engage with
scientific ideas, exchange
knowledge, and inspire one
another towards a future
enriched by scientific discovery
and innovation. Such initiatives
play a vital role in nurturing a
generation of critical thinkers
and problem solvers, poised to
tackle the challenges of
tomorrow.
Overall, the National Science
Day celebration at Kashmir
University, organized by the
Department of Bioresources, was
a resounding success, leaving a
lasting impact on all participants
and reaffirming the importance
of science in shaping our
collective future.

Editor Ms. Shazia Mir, Ms. Samrah Akram
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NIT Srinagar Shines Bright on National Science Day:
Fostering Innovation and Scientific Excellence!
National Institute of Technology (NIT)
Srinagar, celebrated the National
Science Day 2023 on Tuesday 28th
Feb,  to commemorate the discovery of
‘Raman Effect’ by Sir C.V. Raman in
1928. The event was organized by the
PG Department of Physics in
collaboration with Indian National
Young Academy of Sciences (INYAS).

The daylong event was attended by
500 participants and Padma Shri
awardee, Professor H. C. Verma was
Chief Guest of the daylong event.
.While Director NIT Srinagar Prof. (Dr.)
Rakesh Sehgal, Institute’s Registrar
Prof. Syed Kaiser Bukhari, Dr. Anju
Sehgal, ex. Principal GDC Hamirpur
and Head Physics Dr. MA Shah were
‘Guest of Honor’ on the occasion.
Opening Session:
The event commenced with a warm
welcome by Prof. Shah, who
introduced the distinguished guests
and speakers. He provided a brief
overview of the significance of the
Raman Effect in the field of science.
Keynote Addresses:
Shri Arun Kumar: Spoke about the
paradigm shift towards innovation and
provided insights into government
schemes aimed at encouraging
innovation in the country.
Prof. Wani (Former Director of NIT
Srinagar): Delved into the life and
contributions of Sir C.V. Raman,
shedding light on his pioneering work
and legacy in the scientific community.

Conclusion:
The National Science Day celebration
at NIT Srinagar served as a platform to
inspire and nurture scientific curiosity
among students and faculty members.
The event highlighted the importance
of innovation, collaboration, and
research in advancing the frontiers of
science and technology.
Closing Remarks:
The event concluded with a vote of
thanks to all the speakers, organizers,
and participants for their valuable
contributions towards making the
National Science Day celebration a
resounding success.
Overall, the event was a testament to
the spirit of scientific inquiry and
innovation flourishing at NIT Srinagar.

Interactive Session:
Following the keynote addresses, an
interactive session was held where
participants engaged in discussions
and exchanged ideas on various
scientific topics.
Student Participation:
The event also featured active
participation from students
representing different schools within
NIT Srinagar. Students showcased
their research projects, scientific
experiments, and innovations,
demonstrating their enthusiasm for
science and technology.

Dr. Guroo: Discussed the research
mindset and emphasized the importance
of collaboration in research endeavors,
highlighting the need for interdisciplinary
cooperation.
Prof. Ravinder Nath (Current Director of
NIT Srinagar): Shared his perspectives on
the significance of National Science Day
and encouraged active participation from
students and faculty in scientific
endeavors.

Editor Ms. Shazia Mir, Ms. Samrah Akram
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Anab Farooq again made us proud by Qualifying
 JEE Exam with Flying Colors!

In a remarkable feat of
academic prowess, Anab
Farooq, a former student
of GD Goenka,Srinagar
has emerged as a shining
beacon of success by
securing an impressive
98.97 percentile in the
Joint Entrance
Examination (JEE). 

Anab's stellar achievement
not only reflects his
dedication and hard work
but also underscores the
high standard of education
and guidance provided by
GD Goenka. The JEE, one of
the most prestigious and
competitive exams in India,
serves as a gateway for
admission into the country's
premier engineering
institutes, including the
esteemed Indian Institutes of
Technology (IITs) and the
National Institutes of
Technology (NITs). 

In conclusion, Anab
Farooq's remarkable
performance in the JEE
stands as a testament to
his academic brilliance
and the unwavering
support of his Alma
mater, GD Goenka. His
success not only
reflects his individual
achievements but also
underscores the
school's commitment to
nurturing talent and
shaping future leaders
in the field of
engineering and
technology. Anab's
journey serves as a
shining example of
what can be
accomplished with
dedication,
perseverance, and the
right educational
foundation.

Hailing from GD Goenka,
Anab Farooq has not only
excelled academically but
has also demonstrated
exemplary leadership
qualities and a passion for
learning. His success serves
as an inspiration to his
peers and a source of pride
for his school.

Anab's outstanding
performance in  this
rigorous examination is a
testament to his
exceptional academic
acumen and
determination.

Editor Ms. Shazia Mir, Ms. Samrah Akram
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Day 3 & Day 4
Seed to Sapling Teacher’s  Training Session 28th -29th Feb 2024
Resource Person: Ms. Arjumand Rather
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GD Goenka Srinagar Leads the Way with Comprehensive
Teacher Training Program

GD Goenka, renowned for its
commitment to excellence in
education, recently hosted a
groundbreaking teacher training
program led by esteemed experts
in the field. The initiative aimed to
further enhance teaching
methodologies and empower
educators with many  strategies.

The training program at GD Goenka
reflects the institution's unwavering
commitment to excellence in
education and continuous
improvement. By leveraging the
expertise of seasoned professionals,
GD Goenka endeavors to stay at the
forefront of educational innovation
and empower its faculty to shape the
leaders of tomorrow.

Day 1 & Day 2
Scholastic Teacher Training Session  for English & Math:  26th -27th Feb 2024
Resource Person-Ms. Neelam Narang
The Session was focused on creating literary pursuit in students, execution of scholastic proficiencies of Active English.

Mathematical part focused on solving higher order thinking skills (HOTS)

Editor Ms. Shazia Mir, Ms. Samrah Akram
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Day 5 & Day 6
Pearson NEW IMAGES Teacher’s Training Session 4th March 2024; Pearson -NAV ULLAS
Resource Person : Ms Madhumati Das
                                Ms. Beena Negi
The major focus of the training was on the NEP 2020 guidelines,  &  8 step pedagogy: connect,
reflect, imagine, read, consolidate, create, extend and relate. 
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Day 7 Teacher’s Training by The Language House : 23rd march 2024
Meri Urdu Reader
Resource Person: Mr. Irshad Ali Bala

The major focus of the training was interactive digital support, for the teachers as well as
the students.

Editor Ms. Shazia Mir, Ms. Samrah Akram
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“Springing Back into Learning: School Reopening  
Assembly”

Every year, the start of
school is a fortunate
occasion for fresh
aspirations and hopes. It's
time to return to school,
after winter break with
renewed enthusiasm and
positive energy.To welcome
the students ,two special
assemblies were organised
for the students of the
senior and junior
departments.

The lively start of the day
blew fresh energy into
the students and the
teachers. The assembly
served as a powerful
reminder that
preparation is indeed the
key to unlocking one's full
potential and achieving
success in all endeavours.
It left students feeling
motivated, instilling in
them a sense of
empowerment and
confidence in their ability
to succeed
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“Law means Justice, Morality, Reason, Order, and Righteous
from the viewpoint of society”
“Being a policeman means being a guardian of the community”
The police department hosted an awareness programme in GD
Goenka School, Srinagar on the new criminal laws. It provided
immensely relevant information on these legal updates to the
school community. 
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The SP Hazratbal Mr.Hilal Khaliq,
SDPO Zadibal Mr Aashiq Hussain, SDPO Lalbazar Mr
Aashiq Hussain and their team led the session. 
The chairmen of the school- Mr Imtiyaz Kawoosa, the
Managing Director- Mrs Masara Shah and the Principal-
Mr Johnson P.J acknowledged the tireless efforts and
unwavering commitment of the Police Department in the
valley.

“Empowerment through Knowledge
Awarness Program by the Police department” 
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